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Motivation: aMotivation: anomalies nomalies of waterof water
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Recent Finding in water: structural anomaly 
coupled  with density and diffusion anomaly

J. R.. Errington and P. G. Debenedetti, Nature 409, 318 (2001).



Questions ?Questions ?

1. Are the strong orientational tetrahedral interactions 
necessary for water anomalies  ?

2. Can we find water-like anomalies in simple liquids
(monatomic model with simple potential)?

If YES, then what features should be present in the 
potential in order to get water-like anomalies ?



The models: oneThe models: one--scale and twoscale and two--scale scale 
ramp potentialsramp potentials
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Result: phase diagramsResult: phase diagrams
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What about the structural anomaly?What about the structural anomaly?



How to quantify structural orderHow to quantify structural order
Two basic types of order:

. Orientational order: degree to adopt specific local structure (space angle)

Water:  tetrahedralitytetrahedrality,,

Ramp potential:  FCC

Translational order t: degree to adopt preferential separationsseparations (distance)
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The value increases with increasing order 



Result: structural order for ramp potentialsResult: structural order for ramp potentials
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tmax and tmin for both one-scale and two-scale, Qmax only for two-scale ramp



Result: order mapsResult: order maps
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Result: anomalous regions of density, Result: anomalous regions of density, 
diffusion and structurediffusion and structure
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Summary and ConclusionSummary and Conclusion

1. Are the strong orientational tetrahedral interactions 
necessary for water anomalies  ?

Not necessaryNot necessary

2. Can we find water-like anomalies in simple 
liquids with simple  potentials ?

yes
If YES, then what features should be present in 

the potential in order to get water-like anomalies ?
It suggests that the waterIt suggests that the water--like behavior is like behavior is 

related to two characteristic repulsive length scales related to two characteristic repulsive length scales 
in potentials.in potentials.



MoreMore

Order map

Phase diagram



Thank you !Thank you !
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